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Great Guide For Planning Healthy Meals I have had this cookbook for many years and had
great success using it to plan meals and adhere to clean eating to get healthy and lose
excess weight.. That was a fantastic book, but we had a hard period following the eating plan
because more area was devoted to the workout, and there weren't a whole lot of recipes.
Three Stars Healthy choices however, not things I'd normally use.)but the taste was fantastic!
Every recipe has a picture, which I love! For reasons uknown I am not as likely to create a
recipe easily don't have a visible of the finished product.! Some (maybe significantly less than 5
in the entire book) I under no circumstances made because I know I can't stand an ingredient
or spice that is used. Recommend with book “Body for Existence” it works. Simply follow the
Eating for Life program and you get outcomes. Of course you need to like to plan, make
grocery lists and make your meals.. Received a utilized book that looked like new. I ordered it
without reading any testimonials. That was the guidance I gave my friend combined with the
original book. Must Have for Healthy Lifestyle I've had this book since it arrived; cook at least 2
meals a week. My daughter in legislation wished help with her diet, I send one to her. The
grandkids like the spicy poultry sandwich's. French dips, and taco pasta salad. ITS EATING
FOREVER! I really liked most of the recipes. Good Recipes This book is organized well and has
great recipe photos. If you are afraid of eating healthy, this dishes in this book is a fantastic
surprise.once again, we can't believe we're slimming down eating some of these things. I've had
this book for a long time and have tried several but haven't made many a second time. We're
never hungry, and the cheat day (which is really just a cheat meal for us at this stage)provides
allowed us to stick to the program because 6 days goes on fast, and on the seventh day time,
we know we can be bad. I find the meal plan extremely easy to follow. This is an Excellent
Eating Plan! We were first introduced to Expenses Phillips when we saw an infomercial for Body
forever in the past. The introduction is excellent and full of really helpful info and inspiration. At
the time we were both obese (I was morbidly obese) and we needed an eating plan
foremost.Fast forward several years. Some of the dishes were even a nice surprise as the picture
didn't look all that great (sorry, Bill! Not long ago i bought another copy because I provided
mine away to a friend who wanted to check it out..my hubby is a 5 season veteran of the
Police Department at this point, and I've lost 160 from a gastric bypass. It's been 5 years since
my bypass, and my weightloss provides really trapped in the mud, especially after having a
baby to two children for the reason that time. The dishes are tasty and simple.. Bill provided
healthy alternatives for some well known fast food chains, and my hubby has been capable to
stay on this program on those uncommon occasions, even while needing to "eat out" with the
guys.We stumbled (literally!) on Eating forever when I found Amazon to analyze and seek out
dieting books and cookbooks. I favor to flatten my poultry out with a meats tenderizer so that
it cooks faster and more also...without reading much about any of it at all since it seemed like
the reserve we wish we had many years ago when we first tried to follow Body for Life.Since we
purchased this reserve 5 months ago, my hubby has dropped 45 pounds, and I've lost 23
pounds. Pair it'll the exercise regimen and you will see good results. But, if you are performing
Body forever, this is actually the book to get. 4yr aged- 42yr old I keep in form with menu items.
When my husband stopped wearing his body armor because he couldn't fit in it, I put my feet
down and said more than enough is enough! great recipies Wow this got to me thus fast!the
recipes are excellent, and I've made almost all of them. I'm also an extremely fussy eater, and I
haven't been disappointed at all!. Also, you can easily substitute things such as the proteins
shakes for ones more readily available. Actually on our cheat times, we will most likely eat
recipes from the reserve because we love them so very much. Breakfast Burritos are a staple in



our house and a great, healthy alternative to the eggs and bacon and hash browns we
utilized to consume! We make fajita's all the time today, and can't believe we're "dieting" when
we consume them! And Expenses is correct...his Mom makes delicious enchilada's.. Having
something to flip during that shows options that will vary but easy to put together is a great
help on this diet. My just complaint it is that the quality recipes are a little boring. They do
used some packaged stuff and so are very easy to prepare..but we are!This book in addition
has been helpful because, occasionally, I forget to create my husbands lunch, or I get too
busy and he must buy dinner. But, who do we turn to?We've coupled this reserve with the Abs
Diet workout CD, and we experience better than we've in years. We are slimming down at a
slower pace than some crash diets, but I really believe that we're carrying it out healthy and
for keeps. I can't say enough wonderful reasons for having this book. A must have for meal
planning on Body for Life. If you're on Body for Life, you have to understand this book.. You
could probably shape these recipes from your own, but the work is carried out for you and
laid out in a way that adds simplicity to your preparation. My husband's excess weight also
ballooned from his change work and all the junk food consumed while driving around in a car
8 hours a day. Good basic info to accompany Body For Life book Great addition to Body for
Life publication and journal. The only thing I don't like in the book may be the visual of the
chicken breasts, which look boring. Thought more recipes will be in it disappointed wanted
more recipes SoSo Not super informative Three Stars useful, Dr recommended Weight reduction
made tasty.One thing I will say. The recipes have generous portions and no calorie counting or
point counting involved here. Simple. Four Stars Just mainly because Described!!. It really is in
great condition and what I was looking for. I am allergic to many of the ingredients they use
but it is simple to adapt. I like that the dishes use regular foods you can find in the supermarket
without having to search for oddball wellness foods that I cost too much and I don't like.
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